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Havit MS1027 gaming mouse
The Havit M1027 gaming mouse is a great choice for players who require precision of movement and high quality. The non-slip surface
makes the mouse lie perfectly in the hand, minimizing the feeling of fatigue during long use, and the adjustable DPI level allows you to
adjust the appropriate sensitivity of mouse movements.
 
Tailored to the needs of the player
With four DPI levels in the 800-1200-1600-2400 range, the Havit MS1027 mouse allows you to adjust the appropriate level of sensitivity
and precision of movement according to your needs and your gaming situation, and the ergonomic shape of the mouse and high quality
materials used in its production prevent fatigue during hours of gaming.
 
Gaming and ergonomic design
The mouse has a  predatory,  gaming design,  which creates a  unique atmosphere that  will  increase the pleasure of  playing and at  the
same time the device will look great on your desk. The Havit MS1027 gaming mouse has a perfectly ergonomic shape, which makes you
feel  no  fatigue  even  during  long  hours  of  gaming.  Additionally,  thanks  to  the  buttons  located  on  the  side  of  the  mouse,  you  can
conveniently and quickly go back and forth to the pages in your browser.
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Producent
Havit
Model
MS1027
Mouse type
Gaming
Connection type
Wired
Sensor
Optic
Resolution
800-1200-1600-2400DPI
Number of buttons
6
Scroll
Yes
Interface
USB
Wire length
1,6 m
Profile
Right-handed
Color
Black
Length
126,2 mm
Width
72,5 mm
Height
41 mm
Guarantee
12 months

Price:

€ 6.00
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